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WWUCTIOM liXT’SRlMgNTAL
There are three main reasons for measuring atonic masses. The 

first and most obvious one is that as pure scientists we simply want to 

know how heavy the various atoms are. Secondly, atomic masses can be 

used to predict the energy available for beta decay of nuclei or to 

check Q values of decay schemes already studied by beta and gamma spectro- 

scopists. Cthe Q value of a decay scheme is the total energy difference 

between the parent and daughter atomfinally, accurate atomic masses 

are useful in checking theories of nuclear structure. Ama we can test 

the predictions of the smi-mapirieal mass formula of Weissacker (20) 

or the theory of nuclear shell structure (20). The shell structure

theory associates greater stability ahd hence a lower mass with atoms
/' ■ £

having certain "magic numbers of protons and neutrons.

Aie measurements reported below were made by the doublet method 

using the Dempster-type mass spectrograph at McMaster University (2).

The description of this instrument follows. Ions from the source are 

accelerated In a 1/8" space by about 16,000 volts and, after passing 

through two collimating slits, enter the electrostatic analyser. Thia 

consists of a 90® cylindrical condenser which has a radius of curvature 

of 7.90" and a plate separation of .200". The voltage across this 

condenser is maintained by B batteries. After travelling through thle 

condenser, the Ions enter a uniform magnetic field and follow a semi

circular path to a photographic plate 10" in length. The position of 

best focus on the plate corresponds to a radius of curvature of 9.1“
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In the magnetic field. A highly stabilised power supply provides the 

current for the magnet coils and produces a field of the order of 6,000 

gauss in the 1/8" gap. The source and analysing regions which are 

separated by the collimating silts are pumped Independently by diffusion 

and backing pumps.

Ions from two atomic species of almost the same ratio of charge 

to mass will strike the photographic plate at slightly different places.

Hence they produce two closely spaced lines which if resolved are

used in the calculations. Often mass differences are expressed in terns 

of packing fraction differences, The packing fraction is defined as 

t « (M - A) / A where X is the mass of the atom in question in atomic 

mss units (a.m.u.) and A is its mass nwaber. The atomic mass unit is

have positive packing fractions while those of Intermediate mass have 

negative ones.

In order to obtain accurate results, it is necessary that the 

doublets to be measured are matched in intensity. This is partly

because of the fact that a line my not be symmetrical about Its 

maximum and partly because of psychological effects involved in
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measuring lines of unequal intensity.

For the experiments reported below, ions were produced in the

source by a high frequency spark which took place between a nickel 

tube and a brass or lead diaphragm with a small hole in the centre 

leading to the accelerating region* The materials to be studied were 

packed in the nickel tube in powdered form in such a proportion as to 

yield doublets matched in intensity. Throughout the experiments theX
pressure in the analysing region, read on an ionisation gauge, was 

below KT5 am. «g. Unfortunately it was necessary in some cases to 

use exposure times of as long as half an hour in order to obtain lines 

of reasonable intensity, ‘’light field variations during these long 

exposure times led to lines which were wider than desired. Sos»timss 

intensity considerations made it necessary to use rather wide slits 

which also resulted in wide lines.
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TABLE I

List of Mew Mass Differences

. 4

Ka33 DIFFERENCES

Table 1 tabulates the mass differences measured in this 

investigation.

'Doublet 'Cass Difference 
(Mllltaass units)

Previous
Measurements

1/2 Pt196 - Ru 98 77.03 X 25

1/2 Pt19® . Ru " 76.33 X 20 81.8 X 20 (1)

78.4 I io (10)

1/3 . c«^ 56.6 X 3
1/3 Os192 - M64 59.90 X 24

DISCUSSION OP MEASURED DOUBLETS

(a) Buthenlua Doublets

(i) Maas 98

Doubly-charged Pt198 forms a doublet at Mass 98 with Hu98, 

Measurements were made of six l/2 Pt198 - Ru9® doublets with the 

spacing between Pt^9^ said Pt198 being used as the mass scale. The 

Masses used for Pt19^ and Pt1^ in these calculations are 194.0241 

* 6 a. m. u. and 196.0267 * 6 a. «. u. respectively (12). The mass 

found for Ru9® is 97.93632 X 40 a. m. u. Mo previously determined 

values for the mass of Ru98 exist with which this value can be 

compared.
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(il) Mass 99

Measurements of nine 1/2 Pt1^8 - 8u?9 doublets were made with 

the Pt3^ - Pt1^8 spacing serving as the mass scale. The value used 

for the mass of Pt1^8 is 198.0283 t 6 », a. u. (12), (>). (An error 

In arithmetic leading to the different mass given in reference (12) 

has been corrected). This leads to a mass of 98.93782 i 36 a, m. u, 

for Bu99, Previous measurements of this doublet have been made by 

Dempster (l) and (braves (10). Their mass differences combined with 

the above mass value for Pt1^8 yield for Ru^ the masses 98,9321 1 20 

a, m. u. and 98.9358 * 10 a. m. u. respectively. Although the new 

value does not agree with the previous values within the probable 

error, it is not felt that the disagreement is great enough to be 

significant.

(b) (Malta Doublets 

(i) Mass 63

The doublet formed by triply-charged 0s18^ and singly-charged 
Cu^ was photographed at mass number 63 with the Cu^ - separation 

being used as the mass scale. The Cu^ «nd Mi^ masses used in the 

calculations are 62.91926 1 6 a, a. u. and 63,91755 1 7 a. m. u. 

respectively (11). Prom measurements of five doublets, the mass of 

OglS9 found to fee 189.0177 1 9 a. ». u. There are no other 

experimental values with which this mass can be compared.

... u _
6a.and singly-charged Mi 4 was photographed with the mass scale being the
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6^ 64Cu J - Mi spacing. Measurements of nine doublets resulted in a mss 
of 192.02235 1 75 a. m. u. for Os192 . The was® of Os192 has been 

previously found fro® the l/2 Os192 - M096 doublet (9), (11) to be 

192.0225 1 5 a. a. u. It is seen that the two values are in excellent 

agreement.

t \
SWfiARX OF NEW KA3S VALUES

The new mass values obtained in this investigation are listed

in Table II.

TABLE II

list of Mew Mass Values

Mu98 • 97.93632 I AO a. ». u,

Ru" « 98.93782 + 36 a. ». u.

Os169 • 189.0177 Z 9 a. a. u.

0SI92 „ 192.02235 1 75 a. a. u.

Mo - W ISOBARIC MASS DIFFERENCES
It is instructive to plot the isobaric Mo - Ru mass differences

vs. mass number as is done in Figure 1, An approximately linear plot 

is predicted by the semi-empirical mass formula. Many plots of this 

nature have been made by K. May and M. Wood (lA) by using experimental 

total beta-disintegration energies.
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The points used in the plot were obtained as follow®. At mas®

96 Geiger ®t al (9) have found mass-spectrographically that the Mo - Ru 

difference is - 2.8 1 0.2 Mev. The value reported above for Bu98 is 

combined with that of Duckworth and Preston (5), (12) for Mo98 to give 

Mo98 - fiu98 * - 0.55 1 0.53 «»*. Two values of the Mo - Hu difference 

are available at mass 99. The mass of 8u" given above can be combined 

with the mass of Mo" found from a ( , n) reaction on Mo100 M, (6)

to give Mo" - B»" « 0.80 * 0,54 Mev. Also the Mo" - Ba" difference

can be found from the Mo" - Tc99 and Tc" - Ru" decay schemes (13} to

be 1.66 Mev. Finally at mass 101 the Mo101 • Te10^ and Tcioi - Ru101

decay schemes (17) give Ho101 - - 4.10 Mev.

The Mo - Ru differences calculated from the semi-empirical mass 
formula (8) are also plotted. These values are Mo9*3 - Ba" • «4.34 Mev., 

Mo" - Hu98 » - 1.30 Mev., Mo" - Ru" - 0.14 Mev., Mo101 - Ru101 - 2.87 

Mev. It is seen that the curve given by the mass formula is approximately 

parallel to the experimental one although displaced by about 1 to 1.5 Mev.

The mass apectrographie values at masses 98 and 99 deviate from 

the experimental curve in Figure 1 by slightly more than the probable 

error. The graph suggests that either the Ru masses are too high or the 

Mo masses too low at these two mass numbers.

»,1
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PACKING FRACTION CURVE
TABLE HI

Packing Fractions of Heavy Isotopes ( X IQ**2* )

|jyl60 - -1.55 1 0.09 Ta181 * 0.211 0.04 Pt196 » 1.36 t 0.03

Dy162 * -1.36 £ 0.07 W 182 - O.23 £ 0.04 Pt198 - 1.43 * 0.03

Dyl64 ■ -1.13 1 0.09 W 183 - 0.36 £ 0.04 Tl203 - 1.72 £ 0.05

Bo165 - -1.08 £ 0.05 W 184 - 0,40 £ 0.04 Tl205 - 1.85 1 0.05

grl64 - -1.05 - 0.07 Os188 • 0.84 t 0.03 Pb204 • 1.78 £ 0.05

Erx68 - -0.90 £ 0.02 Os189 - 0.94 - 0.05 Pb206 - 1.88 t 0.05

Er170 - -0.55 Os190 » 0.92 £ 0-03 Pb207 - 1,96 £ 0.05
Hf176 • -0.24 £ 0*04 Os192 - 1.17 £ 0.03 Pb208 - 2.00 t 0.05
Hf178 • -45,07 £ 0.05 Pt194 « 1.24 t 0.03 Bi209 - 2.13 £ 0.05

gfiao * 0.17 1 0.04 Pt195 - 1.36 1 0.03

Figure 2 shows the packing fraction of isotope# plotted against 

mass number for mass numbers from 160 to 210. The values used in this 

plot are shown in Table IU. They were derived chiefly from the table 

of atomic masses in reference (12). In addition the packing fractions 

of Os189, Ta181, Tl203 and Tl203 are plotted. The value for Os189

comes from the mass measurements described above while the last three
i

packing fractions were found as follows. A mass of 181.0038 £ ? a, a. u. 

for TaX8x and hence the listed packing fraction was derived from the 

mass of W182 (12), the known Ta182 - W182 mass difference of .00224

4
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a. a. a, (7)» and the Q’s of the Ta181 (d,p) fa182 and Ta*8* (a>J) Ta*82 

reactions (15). A Tl20^ m8S 0y 205,0380 ♦ 10 a. ». a, was found from 

the macs of Pb20^ (12), the Tl20^ - Pb204* beta-decay energy (l3)» and 

the Q»s of the Tl205 (n,) TI206 and Tl205 (d,p) TI206 reactions <15). 

Finally the Tl20* ( £ , n) 1120! threshold was combined with the 

Tl2°3 (n,X) Tl20^ and Tl20^ (d,p) Tl204* reactions to give for Tl20^ a 

mass of 203.0350 t 10 a. a. u. (15).

PW®IC110H Of 0D1 A MASSES FROM PACKING FRACTION CURVE
On Figure 2 curves were drawn through the even A isotopes of 

each element, Then the envelope of these curves and a curve parallel 

to the envelope passing through or close to the odd A isotopes were 

constructed. From the curve throng the odd A isotopes it is possible 

to predict the masses of same nuclides whose masses have not as yet 

been determined experimentally. Theee masses are shown in Table If.

' *,
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TABUS IV

Masses Predicted Front Figure 2

ifaelide Packing Fraction (X 10“^) Mass ( a. m. u.

Tm169 -0.78 X 0.05 168.9868 X 8

Be18* 0.54 X 0.05 185.0100 X 9
Be187 0.70 t 0.05 187.0131 X 9
Ir191 1.03 t 0.05 191.0197 X 10
Xj.193 1.18 X 0.05 193.0228 X 10
Au197 1.42 X 0.05 197.0280 X 10

»-
Fro® the masses of the Be and Ir isotopes and their relative 

abundances (19)» the chemical atomic weights of Be and Ir can be 

calculated. (Mote that conversions to the chemical scale of masses 

reported on the physical scale are made by using the divisor 1,000275^. 

These calculations result in values of 186,22 for Re and 192.20 for Ir. 

The accepted chemical atomic weight of 186.31 for Re agrees fairly well 

with this calculated value but the hitherto accepted value of 193.1 for 

Ir ie in error by a large amount, however uhe Gtismlttee on Atomic

Weights of the American Cheml cal ■» Society has recently changed the value
!

for Ir to 192.2 (16) in order to make it agree with mass aoectrometrlc

data.

It wiH soon be possible to check the mass of Au197 predicted
?
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above since It can. be eospubed frost the xasa of which is being

measured by **, '< Kerr or. the HcKaeter mass spectrogram*
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